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M•C looks to date, this stunning reserve celebrates M•C with more than 200 color photos and gives
readers the opportunity to explore the colorful and surreal world that makes M•and unique advertising
campaigns featuring RuPaul, Catherine Deneuve, Woman Gaga, and even Hi there Kitty have helped to
inspire experimentation and fearlessness with make-up in the present day woman (and guy, too).A•C
Cosmetics has revolutionized the function of makeup and become a leader of avant-garde and edgy looks
both on / off the runway. Their motto—A• Since its founding in 1984 by the Canadians Frank Toskan and
Frank Angelo, M• With striking images of the best & most inspiring M•A•C has reached an unprecedented
level of worldwide appeal and accessibility. As the best color authority with an unrivaled spectral range of
shades, M•A•A• Blending style, beauty, and lifestyle with an unapologetic method of individuality and self-
expression, M•A•A•C permits full creative expression through makeup without judgement.C Cosmetics, a
pioneer in professional makeup, presents a hundred looks that epitomize the span of their 30 years as the
leaders in high-fashion make-up.all ages, all races, all sexes—C probably the most highly sought-after
cosmetics brands in the world.
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Absolutely stunning! In the event that you know anyone, or if you yourself are into makeup, this is actually
the perfect buy! I was shocked to get it and realize I only paid $30 for this! The book is huge, has
gorgeous colored webpages, and for the quality, should be more costly! I am a make-up artist, and have
experienced love with MAC since I was 16 years old and started my interest in cosmetics. Can't inform
who could have been the culprit so not blaming anyone in particular. I am going to place this in my own
studio for everyone to enjoy. There was small amount of cracking on . Amazing item Great item , gave it to
a friend who's obsess with mac products Amazing collector’s item Awesome book Great find! I can't even
begin to tell you how much I LOVE this book! You won't regret it =) Makeup artist and professional
photographer dream book! Great Book Superb book with Great Visuals! My daughter didn't mind so I didn't
exchange it but someone needs to be careful. I purchased one on pre-order and then after getting it
bought another immediately for a make-up artist who was simply having a birthday. Ideal gift for any
fashionista, makeup artist, model, professional photographer or fan of artwork and talent on their coffee
table. So worthy of the money Is a beautiful book. He said hed by no means seen one in true to life. There
was small amount of cracking on bottom part. Great purchase My brother who just made Mac store
supervisor in California (yay) love this as a birthday present. It has a clear protective cover on it, so it's
easy to clean down if needed... Is a lovely book. The book is usually a amazing quality and the picture are

radiant like youd expa Mac product to be. I wouldn't even care nonetheless it was something special. Miles is
the best photographer, and his last reserve " I Only Want You to Like Me" is certainly a prized possession
in my own studio, therefore i am extremely biased, but that is simply an amazing assortment of pictures
and all aimed toward the makeup artists. It's imprinted in Italy, so you know it's very high quality print. I
can't say enough about this book.! Love searching through this reserve. Inspiration at its greatest. Five
Stars A very beautiful photos from a specialist photographer inside this book. As a fashion professional
photographer and collaborator with many makeup artists i can say this is SUCH a phenomenal book.
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